Knit Ear Warmer*
no.009

A Pattern by Savlabot Handmade Crafts
* Please note - You are free to create products to sell using this pattern, however, please give
information that lists Savlabot Handmade Crafts as the author and include a link to my website
www.savlabot.com.
Your cooperation is appreciated,
Savlabot

Materials for Completion:
Needle: US knitting needle size 10, 6.0mm
Yarn: Medium Weight, less than 1 skein
Yarn used in image - Loops & Threads Ring Spun
Tapestry or Darning Needle

Sizes:
One Size Fits Most Pre-Teen to Adult

Terms:
k =  knit

p = purl

sl1 = slip one stitch st(s) = stitch(es)

Guage: 4 inch x 4 inch
23 Rows x 19 sts knit in seed stitch pattern

Directions:
Cast On 19 sts
I use the long tail cast on method, though any cast on method should work..

Start Pattern:
Row 1: sl1, *k1, p1, repeat from * until last 2 sts, k2.
Repeat Row 1 until work measures 17 inches. If you are knitting this for a specific
person, it is a good idea to measure their head, so that you have the correct size. I
find that 17 inches fits well as the yarn stretches quite a bit to accomodate a bit
larger head size.

Set work aside, and start the middle section.

Cast On 9 sts.
Repeat Row 1 until work measures 3 – 3.5 inches before binding off. I like to have a
wider middle section, but if you want a tighter more bunched up look, knit your
middle piece to approximately 3 inches.

Bind Off leaving at least 6 inches of yarn for weaving in.
Once you have both pieces knit take the larger piece and fold it in half, so that both
ends meet. Sew the two ends together using a darning or tapestry needle. For this
pattern it doesn’t matter too much what the seam looks like, as you will be covering
it up with the smaller piece that was knit.

Lay the piece out flat, as shown in the 3rd image above, keeping the seam in the
middle. Fold the bottom up to the top, then fold the top down to the bottom of the
fold. Pinch so that all layers cinched between your finger and your thumb. See
images below.

Using a tapestry or darning needle pull yarn down center and cinch.

Do not cut yarn tails, leave them for attaching middle section...unless…you want to
have a Pinched Bow Ear Warmer, then you can stop here by weaving in the yarn
tails. Your Ear Warmer will look something like the below image if you finish it now.

To finish with the original bow style look, keep moving along through the pattern :)

Add the middle piece by laying it over the top of the pinched portion of the ear
warmer and turn work inside out, sew the two ends of the middle piece together. I
like to end with a yarn tail on each end of the seam.

Taking one yarn tail from the large piece and one yarn tail from the band, tie in a
double knot. Do this for both sides, cut extra yarn off and the ear warmer is finished!
Now that you have a finished ear warmer, snap a few photos of it and share it with
the world, and if you are feeling like sharing with me be sure to tag photos on
Instagram with @savlabot
I hope you enjoyed this pattern!

Share your images with me on instagram @savlabot

